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NON-STATIONARY ELASTIC WAVES IN LAYEREDHALF-SPACE
AbstractThe relations between the mapping coe�cients of P and SV waves are foundfor each layer. This allows to apply the Cagniard method for performing Laplaceand Fourier inverse transformations.

Problem on propagation of waves in medium consisting of plane-parallel layershas been considered by V.Thomson [1] in 1950 and N.Haskel [2] in 1953. Theyproposed a method which allows to calculate for layered elastic mediums. Theinterference coe�cients of reector refraction and also dispersive characteristics ofinterference waves. However the �eld of applicability of Thomson-Haskel scheme isturned out to be principally vestricted [3].Let's consider an elastic isotropic medium composed of arbitrary number ofplane-parallel layers of di�erent thickness with di�erent physical properties lyingon elastic half {space. On the surface of medium being in quiescent state at mo-ment of the time t = 0 there happens shock of force �zz = �00�(t) �(x) at the pointx = 0; " = 0. The �elds excitable are characterized by potentials 	i and 	i andsatisfy the equations @2'i@x2 + @2'i@z2 = 1a2i @
2'i@t2

@2	i@x2 + @2	i@z2 = 1b2i @
2	i@t2

(1)

ai = ��i + 2�i�i
� 1

2 ; bi = ��i�i
� 1

2 ; �i; � are Lame coe�cients, �i is a density,i = 1; 2; :::; n+ 1 (the index n+ 1 refers to homogenous half-plane). On the domainz = Hi of two- layers i and i+ 1, the condition of rigid contact
ui = ui+1; �i = �i+1; �zzi = �zzi+1 ; �zxi = �zxi+1 ; (2)

is ful�lled.Applying to equations (1) the Laplace transformation by time and Fourier trans-formation by x we obtain the solution:
'i = A�i e��izi +A+i e+�izi
	i = B�i e�izi +B+i e+�iz (3)

where �i = sp2a2i + k2; �i =
sp2b2i + k2; zi = z �Hi�1; p and k are parameters of

Laplace and Fourier transformations, respectively.
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By the formulae constituting displacements and components by stress tensors bythe potentials [3] and using the boundary conditions we get the following system ofequations for the coe�cients A�i and B�i ;.

q1 �A�1 +A+1 �� 2k�1 �B�1 �B+1 � = �0zz�1
2k�1 �A�1 �A+1 �� q1 �B�1 +B+1 � = 0 (4)

�k � ~A�i + ~A+i �+ �i � ~B�i � ~B+i � = �k �A�i+1 +A+i+1�+ �i+1 �B�i+1 �B+i+1�
��i � ~A�i � ~A+i �+ k � ~B�i + ~B+i � = ��i+1(A�i+1 �A+i+1) + k �B�i+1 +B+i+1�

�i �qi � ~A�i + ~A+i �� 2k�i � ~B�i � ~B+i �� =
= �i+1 �qi+1 �A�i+1 +A+i+1�� 2k�i+1 �B�i+1 �B+i+1��

�i �2k�i � ~A�i � ~A+i �� qi � ~B�i + ~B+i �� =
= �i+1 �2k�i+1 �A�i+1 �A+i+1�� qi+1 �B�i+1 �B+i+1�� :

(5)

Here qi = p2b2i + 2k2; ~A�i = A�i e��ihi ; ~B�i = B�i e��ihi ;hi is a thickness of layer;i = 1; 2; :::n.Since in the last 4 equations of system (5) A+n+1 = B+n+1 = 0 then we can obtain
~A�n A;n = ~B�n 1;n � ~B+n 2;n
~A+n A;n = ~B�n 3;n � ~B+n 4;n (6)

or ~B�n B;n = ~A�n 4;n � ~A+n 2;n
~B+n B;n = ~A�n 3;n � ~A+n 1;nwhere 1;n = �!�1;n + !�2;n�+ !+3;n; 2;n = �!�1;n � !�2;n�+ !�3;n

4;n = �!�1;n + !�2;n�� !+3;n; 3;n = �!�1;n � !�2;n�� !�3;n
(7)

A;nB;n = 1;n4;n � 2;n3;n; �n;A;n = B;n�n; (8)
A;n = 2�n ��n+1�n+1�1;n�4 � �3;n�2;n�
B;n = 2�n ��n+1�n+1�1;n�4 � �3;n�2;n �
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!�1;n = �n�n ��n+1�n+1�24;n � �22;n�!�2;n = �23;n � �n+1�i+1�21;n(8 a)
!�3;n = ��n�i+1 � �n+1�n� p4�n�n+1�1;n = p2�n + 2k2 ��n � �n+1��2;n = 2k2 ��n � �n+1�� p2�n+1

�3;n = k �p2(�n � �n+1�+ 2k2(�n � �n+1))�4;n = 2k ��n � �n+1� : (9)
Pu�ng (6) into the previous four equations of system (5) and using (8) we canestablish that relations (6) and (8) are ful�lled for all layers

~A�i Ai = ~B�i 1;i � ~B+i 2;i
~A+i Ai = ~B�i 3;i � ~B+i 4;ior ~B�i Bi = ~A�i 4;i � ~A+i 2;i
~B+i Bi = ~A�i 3;i � ~A+i 1;iand AiBi = 1;i4;i � 2;i3;i; �iBi = �iAi :Here 2666664

A1234

3777775
i
=
2666664

AB+0�0�6+0

�+A
�+12
�+22
��22
��12

�A+11+21�21�11

�A�11�21+21+11

+A
��12
��22
�+22
�+12

3777775
i

2666664
~A~12~3~4

3777775
i+1AB = 8�i�i+1 (�1;i�2;i +�3;i�4;i)�A = 2�i�i ��i+1;i�i+1�1;i�4;i � �2;i�3;i��0 = 2�i+1 (�i�i�2;i�4;i � �1;i�3;i)

�11 = �!�1;i + !�2;i�� !+3;i
�12 = �!+1;i � !+2;i�� !�3;i
�21 = �!�1;i � !�2;i�� !�3;i
�22 = �!+1;i + !+2;i � !+3;i�

~Aj = Aje�(�j+�j)hi; ~1 = 1e�2hj�j ~3 = 3e�2hj(�j+�j);
~4 = 4e�2hj�j :
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Here j = i+ 1; !i and �i are determined by formula (8 a).Putting (9) into (4) we can determine A�1 and ��1 and after this the expressionsfor the displacements ui and ��i:
�u1 = �0zz�1 �k (u1;1e�z;�1 + u1;2ez1�1) + �1 �u1;3e�z1�1 + u1;4ez1�1����11
��1 = �0zz�1 ��1 (u1;1e�z;�1 � u1;2ez1�1) + k �u1;3e�z1�1 � u1;4ez1�1����11

�1 = R�1 21� �8k�1~Aq1 �R+1 �1e�2h1�1 + 4e�2h1�1��
�R�1 3e�2hi(�1+�1)� �12 e�(�1+�1)h1R1)�1)

�ui = (ui�1(p; hi�1)((u1;ie�zi�i + u2;iezi�i) k + (u3;ie�zi�i + u4;iezi�)�i)+
+�i�1(p; hi�1)(�1;ie�z�i + �2;iezi�i)k + (�3;ie�zi� + �4;iezi�)�i))��1i

�i = 4k�i ~Ai�

�R+i �1;ie�2hi�i + 4;ie�2hi�i��R�i �2;i � 3;ie�2hi(�i+�i)�
R�1 = q21 � 4k2�1�1 R�i = k2 � �i�i

(10)

u1;1 = 2k�1~A � q1 �2 + 1e�2h1�1�u1;2 = 2k�1~A � q1(4e�2h1� + 3e�2h1(�1+�1))u1;3 = q~A + 2k�1 �2 � 4e�2h1�1�u1;4 = �qA + 2k�1(1e�2h1�1 � 3e�2h1(�1+�1))
u1;i = �iA;i � �~1;i + 2;i� k �1;i = Aik(~1;i � 2;i)�iu2;1 = Ai�i + (~3;i + ~4;i)k �2;i = Aik � (~4 � ~3)�i�3;i = Aik + (2;i � ~4)�i �3;i = Ai�i � (2;i + ~4;i)k�4;i = Ak � (~1;i � ~3;i)�i �4;i = Ai�i � (~1;i + ~3;i)k:

We'll use the Cagniard [3] original method to obtain expressions of originalsthemselves. The essence of this method is that the integral of Fourier inverse trans-formation by k, representing the expression �ui and ��i are transformed to the integralwhich has the form of the Laplace transformation by t which allows at once to getthe originals of the expressions (:).Representing the denominators in (10) in the form of geometric progression wewill obtain
ui = Re 1Z0 F (s)e

� P
a1 'i(s)ds; (11)
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'i = isx+Xhi

ss2 + �21a2i +Xhirs2 + a1b2i : (12)
Here the substitution of variable of integrating k = psa1 is made and evidentexpression for F and ' we can get from (10).The functions 'i and Fi have branching at the points s = �ia1ai and s = �ia1bi .We can prove [3] that integrand function is regular in the forth quadrant of thesurface s and vanishes exponentially as p!1.We can deform therefore the way of integration by so-called Cagniard contoursuch that at the point of such a way the function takes real values

a1t = ' (s; z; hi) : (13)
Applying the notion ' (s0; x; :::) = r0 > 0; ' �(�ia1ai )min; x; :::� = r1 where s0

is determined from the equation d'ds = 0 and making the substitution of variable ofintegration s on t by (2) we came to the representation
ui = 1Rt0 Re

�F (s)dsdt
� e�pt if s < a1aimax t0 = r0a1 ;

ui = 1Rt1 Re
�F (s)dsdt

� e�ptdt if s > a1aimax t1 = r1a1 :Thus, we get the analytical expression for permutations of the form
u1 = H(t� t0)Re �F (s)dsdt

� (14)
where H(t) is Hevriside function and under s = s+(t; x; x0) we mean the root ofequation (13).The formulae (14) allows to determine wave �eld at any moment of time thatis very important for studying the initial parts of seismogram of interference waveswhose �eld is composed from the �nite number of waves testing layer number ofmappings from the interface of medium.
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